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Edge Device Security - Password Manager Rollout – Phase 2.1 
To enhance edge device security measures, adhere to global data compliance regulations, 
protect data and secure devices, CalAmp is rolling out Phase 2.1 of the Device Password 
Manager Service. In this phase, unique random passwords for affected devices will be set at 
time of manufacturing. Customers will be able to access these passwords through the Device 
Password Manager (PWD Manager).  

The first bulletin, detailing CalAmp’s Phase 2 plan, can be found here 

Throughout Phase 2, CalAmp will subsequently introduce Device Password Manager Support 
for additional product lines, as they are validated in iterative bulletins (Phase 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 etc.) 

Phase 2.1 Affected Devices 
Phase 2.1 includes the rollout for the Device Password Manager on LMU-3040, LMU-3240, and 
LMU-5541. The table below details the product and part number specificities. 

Model Part Number* Description 

LMU-3040 
LMU3040LAB-KZC0-xxxxx LMU-3040, LTE CAT 1, ATT, (3G FALLBACK), 180 MAH 

BATT, BT, BUZZER, PLUG-IN OBDII 

LMU3040LVB-KZC0-xxxxx LMU-3040, LTE CAT 1, VZW, 180MAH BATT, BT, 
BUZZER, PLUG-IN OBDII 

LMU-3240 LMU3240LAW-KZC0-xxxxx LMU-3240, LTE CAT 4, ATT (3G FALLBACK), WI-FI AP, 
180MAH BATT, BT, BUZZER, PLUG-IN OBDII 

LMU-5541 LMU5541LW-H000-xxxxx LMU-5541, LTE CAT 4 (GLOBAL), 3G/2G FALLBACK, 
EXT ANT, WIFI HOTSPOT, 1000 MAH BATT 

* includes all customer-specific SKU / configurations and derivatives

Deployment Schedule 
Phase 2.1 for the affected devices is scheduled to rollout August, 2021. 

AT Command Authentication 
The command AT$PW "<password>" is used to authenticate the user accessing the AT 
Command interface. The use of the double quotes is strongly recommended on all password-
related commands to isolate embedded spaces and because the AT Command processor 
converts all character outside of quotes to uppercase before parsing. 

SMS Authentication 
The password can be provided two ways: 

1) As a suffix to the !R0 command: !R0P<password>.  Whether the password is correct or
not, the normal !R0 response will be returned.
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2) On platforms that support it, as a prefix to a command: !#<password>,<command
...>.  If the command normally returns a response, the command will only execute and
return a response if the password is correct.

Once a correct password has been provided, the sender remains authenticated for commands 
from the same phone number until the device reboots (wakeup, power-on, app restart, OTA 
FW update, etc.) or another phone number is used to access the device. 
If the sender is not authenticated, commands are quietly ignored (no response). 

AT Command and SMS Password Compatibility 
Refer to the table below for the feature-set and firmware compatibility by embedded platform 
for the affected product lines of Phase 2.1.  

Feature LMU32 Router-Linux EdgeCore 

Product line examples LMU364X LMU5541  LMU3X40 

Password Storage: P2177,0 & 
S171b4 up to v8.5b v4.1e & earlier v3.2.0,1 & later 

AT#PW, Secure storage v8.5c & later v4.1f & later TBD 

SMS: !R0P Y Y Y 

SMS: !#,<command ...> Y v4.1f & later TBD 

Alternate Passwords via 
Keyfile v8.5c & later v4.1f & later TBD 

Null Password support v8.5c & later v4.1f & later TBD 

Inhibit entry of some special 
characters v8.6a & later N TBD 

Root Password (Restricted Access) 
On the Linux router platform (LMU-5541), the root password cannot be retrieved by the PULS 
and/or CTC customer via API or GUI.  Access is restricted to internal CalAmp entities. 

If a customer has a need for a device’s root password, a request should be made to the CalAmp 
support team via a CTCS - JIRA support request ticket. 

Alternate Passwords 
The random per-device AT Command & SMS password described above is called the Primary 
password.  Devices can be given a fleet-wide Alternate password via the L1-Security Key File 
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feature.  A Keyfile can be used to specify separate passwords for AT Commands and SMS.  
Customers who want to have a key file generated should make a CTCS - JIRA support request 
and append the Keyfile form filled out per their requirement.   

The Keyfile form can be accessed here. 

Password Retrieval 
When passwords are generated by during the manufacturing process, the Device Password 
Manager database stores the passwords by ESN on applicable devices. Any of these keys can be 
used to lookup the password or passwords assigned to a device via API or GUI. 

APIs 
All passwords will be accessible through the Device Password Manager API.  Note that this is an 
active document – changes may occur between now and the launch of the Device Password 
Manager Service.  

GUI 
In addition to the APIs, CalAmp provides GUI access to the device passwords for those 
customers that don’t use APIs.  Using the GUI, users can authenticate with their CTC or PULS 
credentials, depending on where their devices are provisioned. 

Demo Account for Trials 
To support customers transitioning their processes and code to work with the Device Password 
Manager, CalAmp is providing a test account – login, password & x-app-key that can be used by 
all developers. 

The documentation, screenshots and examples for the test account, APIs & GUI can be found here 

Contact and Support 
Please contact your technical support specialist if you have any questions concerning 
implementation of Phase 2.1. Further documentation on the Device Password Manager and its 
functions will be available closer to launch. 

Web: https://www.calamp.com/support/ Email: productsupport@calamp.com 
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